Implementation and Performance Assessment of Fast Active Power Injection Method for Type 4 Wind Turbine based on Real-time Simulation
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Abstract—This paper deals with the implementation of a Fast Active Power Injection (FAPI) controller in a Type-4 Wind Turbine. Two different FAPI controllers, droop-based and a modified derivative-based controller are proposed and investigated under real-time simulation platform. The implementation is done in a Real-Time Digital Simulator (RTDS) by using the functionalities of RSCAD software. The IEEE 9 bus system is taken as a case study to quantitatively check the suitability of the implemented controller. The response of the wind turbine observed in EMT simulations is compared against the response obtained via numerical simulations with a generic wind turbine model built-in DigSILENT PowerFactory software. The details of the model implemented in RSCAD provides better insight on capturing the impacts of controller parameters. Obtained results clearly demonstrate how the proposed controller can effectively improve the dynamic frequency performance of the power system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Frequency stability is the ability of a power system to maintain steady-state frequency, following a severe system disturbance, resulting in a significant imbalance between generation and load [1]-[4]. It depends on the ability to restore the equilibrium between system generation and load demand with minimum loss of loads. This ability can be especially limited in modern power systems with low inertia [5]-[8]. Systems with low inertia are the result of the phase-out of the conventional power plants, with a synchronous generator, due to increasing the share of power electronic interfaced generation (PEIG) like solar photovoltaic systems and wind power plants [9]-[13]. Considering the intermitted behaviour in this kind of system, developing an additional supplementary control loop for facilitating fast frequency response (FFR) or Fast Active Power Injection (FAPI) capabilities of power electronics-based generation units are very important.

FAPI is essentially a mechanism to quickly regulate the active power injection to mitigate frequency variations in low inertia systems. Since it may overlap with the time window of the inertial response of conventional synchronous generators (0.5 s from the occurrence of an active power imbalance), some authors use the alternative term ‘inertia emulation’ (IE) [14]-[15]. The actual source of energy for emulating inertia in this study is the mechanical part of the wind turbine. A supplementary control loop for inertia emulation (IE) enables the wind turbine, to release the stored kinetic energy within 10s to arrest the frequency deviation that occurs after the occurrence of an imbalance of active power [12]-[13].

Existing literature shows that inertia emulation control can be implemented in different ways, ranging from de-loading technique [15], inertial based control [16]-[18], to proportional (droop) based controls [19]-[22]. It is worth mentioning that, in droop based approach it mainly contribute on improving the Nadir value, while the application of inertial based control alone, due to its limitation with noise amplification, might also be complicated. Therefore, a combination of different methods like proportional (droop) and derivative controls can be considered as an attractive option for enabling FAPI capabilities of the wind generation unit.

In this paper, a derivative based FAPI controller for enhancing the dynamic performance of system frequency is proposed and compared with the droop based controller for further analysis in different simulation platforms. The proposed method is a combination of both droop and derivative controls. The addition of droop based control is considered as a complementary control action to produce a change in the power reference, extracted from wind power, in proportion to the system frequency deviation for better recovery and enhancement of Nadir. The main goal of this paper is to implement and analyse a suitable FAPI controller for the wind turbine Type-4 in different simulation platforms (RMS and EMT). A plausible generic test bench was built in both PowerFactory (RMS) and RSCAD (EMT). FAPI controllers were implemented in both the platforms and it was made sure that initial conditions of both models were similar. Thus, in addition to the implementation of the FAPI controller in RSCAD platform, a complete set of sensitivity analysis to identify the impacts of different controller gains on system performance is presented. Here the limitations on details of the model components, like simplification of DC-link or averaged based models like in RMS is eliminated. Thus EMT based simulation models in RSCAD are performed to provide better insight on capturing the complete dynamic behaviour of the network under high generation-load imbalance conditions [23]-[24]. The EMT (Electro-magnetic Transient) studies in this paper were performed in RSCAD software package which runs on Real-Time Digital Simulator (RTDS). The models considered here are of full-scale, which means it includes all the controls and power system components present in an actual real system. By this, it can be ensured that the behaviour of all FAPI controllers along with their performance limitations is considered.
The rest of the paper is structured as the following. In Section II, the fast active power injection approach and the wind turbine control structure is presented. Later, in Section III, the studied case study used for performing comparisons and evaluations between RMS and EMT simulation for different FAPI controllers are described and discussed. And, finally, the paper is concluded in Section IV.

II. FAPI CONTROLLER FOR WIND GENERATION

In this study, the FAPI controller is implemented for a generic model of type 4 wind turbine. The general control structure of the wind turbine is developed based on IEC 61400-27 standard model [22]. Additional controllers were added as shown in Fig. 1 to consider IE and modified P and Q control channels. FAPI controllers are implemented inside of IE controller block shown in Figure 1.

A. Droop-based fast active power controller

The general structure of the droop based fast active power controller is presented in Fig. 2. The controller is the added IE controller block, which implies that the wind generator can react to a drop in system frequency (50Hz/60Hz) by temporarily increasing the wind turbine active power output. The energy for this increase is drawn from the rotating masses of the wind turbine. The mechanism of droop based FAPI controller is according to its output which will generate an additional reference signal for the output power of the wind turbine. This output signal, called delta_P_emu_ref, can be selected by proper tuning of controller gain K. Recalling Figure 2, the value of K can be tuned in such a way that there is linear dependency with respect to the total power output extracted from the wind generators due to droop based FAPI controller.

As shown in Figure 3, in addition to the action of the droop term, the derivative term will have an additional impact, during containment period after the occurrence of the fault, on improving the slope of frequency response. This control loop takes the frequency error as input, which can pass through a combination of a low-pass filter and a derivative term. Thus, for any varying error signal (as the input of this controller), the combined low pass and derivative block reflect a value which is the derivative or slope of the input error signal (basically higher the frequency change, larger is the RoCoF value). The parameters for the low pass and the derivative control gain (Kd) are selected accordingly to achieve a proper response at the output of the controller.

Figure 4, is also presenting the outer loop controller of a wind generator which is responsible for generating the reference current from the electrical active power output of the wind generator (PM). As shown in Figures 4, the output signal of FAPI controller is added as an additional reference signal (named as delta_P_emu_ref in RSCAD) to the electrical power reference signal on the Rotor Side Converter (RSC) which is responsible for setting the electrical power demand required from the permanent magnet synchronous machine (PMSM). So, with an additional reference from the droop controller, the electrical power reference could be altered. Accordingly, it would be possible to increase actual electrical power output from the Wind generators by setting a higher value for this additional reference signal from FAPI, but since the wind speed is kept constant and no changes are made in the pitch angle controller, mechanical power governed by wind speed is unaltered. This difference in electrical power and mechanical power will result in a decrease in speed and increase in torque at the wind turbine. Thus, depicting the extraction of kinetic energy from the wind turbine to emulate inertia. Also, it is observed that, bigger the wind turbines, higher will be the power rating, larger will be the inertia constant H of wind turbine and thus more power extraction is possible.

B. Derivative-based fast active power controller

Derivative-based control approach for frequency mitigation is a strategy where the active power is injected/extracted based on the derivative of frequency from nominal frequency (50Hz / 60Hz) under the condition of dynamically changing loads/generations. Figure 3, illustrates the combined proposed derivative-based FAPI controller for the wind generator. In this controller, as the name suggests there are two controllers, namely droop controller and derivative controller.
This issue and the impact of FAPI controller tunings on wind turbine behaviours are explained in more details in Section IV.

III. TEST CASE RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, a plausible generic test system is developed as shown in Figure 5. This test bench consists of two synchronous generators and two wind turbines constituting a 52% wind share. Table 1 describes the load flow results with test case working stable under normal operation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load Flow Results</th>
<th>P (MW)</th>
<th>Q (MVAR)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Generations</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G1</td>
<td>73.4</td>
<td>33.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WG1</td>
<td>82.6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G1</td>
<td>78.2</td>
<td>-1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WG2</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Loads</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L5</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L6</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L8</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Load flow results from a test system with 52% wind share.

In this scenario, bus 8 was selected to create an under-frequency event (load increase) because the disturbance caused at this bus had the highest impact on Bus 2 and Bus 3, where the wind turbines are connected. Thus, to create an under-frequency event the load at bus 8 had to be suddenly increased. From literature, it was found that any sudden load frequency variation of 3% to 5% was considered as a major under-frequency event [25]. Figures 6 and 7 depict the response of frequency and power in pu delivered by synchronous generators and wind generators for 3% to 5% increase in load.

It can be observed that under normal operation without FAPI controllers active, the wind generators do not participate in the load frequency variation due to the presence of an AC-DC-AC full converter. Also, with higher imbalance, larger frequency deviation was observed. Please note that for all further analysis, a load disturbance of 5% shall be applied and frequency measurement which is required as an input to the FAPI controllers is measured at bus 8.

Therefore, the load at bus 8 had a step-wise sudden increase of around 5% at 2 s. Figure 8 represents the frequency plots extracted from EMT (RSCAD) and RMS (PowerFactory) models for a 5% load increase event at bus 8. Both graphs show similar frequency trends, but EMT plot depicts a higher slope of frequency before Nadir compared to RMS plot, which is due to the fact that the model built in EMT model is more vulnerable to load frequency disturbance compared to RMS.

A. Impact of droop-based FAPI controller:

The droop based FAPI controllers should be activated when the frequency deviation is in the range of 0.06% to 0.1% of the nominal frequency value.

Figure 9 depicts the frequency plots obtained for a system with and without a FAPI controller. According to the obtained results, considerable improvement in Nadir can be achieved after activation of droop based FAPI controller. This improvement is due to the fast active power injection, as the output of FAPI controller of wind generation unit, to compensate the frequency drop after the fault. Figure 10 represents the power injected by the wind turbine with activated droop based FAPI controller with $K_p$ set to 0.7. According to these results, the variation of power output is less than 10% on the nominal power of the wind turbine [22] and [26].
Figure 9. Frequency response with droop based FAPI controller at wind generators, due to a load increase at bus 8.

Figure 10. The response of wind turbine for 5% load variation with 52% wind share with activated proportional based FAPI controller in RSCAD.

Figure 11 depicts the frequency plots obtained for various proportional gains in reference to droop controller. As noticed from the figure, when $K_p=0$ is the base plot where a droop controller is deactivated. As the value of $K_p$ is increased, the influence of droop based FAPI controller in frequency regulation increases, and as a result, Nadir improvement is witnessed. This can be corroborated in the plots of $K_p = 0.4$, $0.5$, $0.7$. But the further increase in $K_p$ is leading to oscillations in frequency making the system behave as an under-damped system, causing a varying generation dispatch from wind generators. This is evident from the plots of $K_p = 1$ and $1.5$.

Hence for $K_p = 0.7$, the best results were observed with a Nadir shift from 49.64 Hz (base case) to 49.78Hz, which is an improvement of 38.88%.

B. Impact of derivative-based FAPI controller:

This section presents the results obtained for the derivative-based FAPI controller which was described in Section II. It is expected that the addition of derivative control loop can have improvement on the slope of the frequency during the containment period. In order to give more insight into the impact of the proposed controller, a complete sensitivity analysis is performed with different values of the FAPI controller gains.

Figure 12 depicts the frequency plots obtained for various values of proportional ($K_p$) and derivative gains ($K_d$) in reference to the derivative-based FAPI controller. The values selected here are the possible combinations of $K_p$ and $K_d$ achieved by tuning.

As shown in Figure 12 the red curve, the plot with $K_p = 0$ and $K_d = 0$, forms the base plot without FAPI controller. With $K_p = 0.4$ and $K_d = 0.6$, it can be observed that since $K_p$ value is less, nadir improvement is a comparatively lower but considerable improvement in dynamic frequency response before nadir can be observed. While the plot with $K_p = 0.9$ and $K_d = 0.4$ gave the best performance considerable improvements in both RoCoF and Nadir. (with RoCoF improvement from 280 mHz/sec (base case) to 139.7 mHz/sec and Nadir shift from 49.64 Hz (base case) to 48.845 Hz). It should be noted that the RoCoF is calculated for a time window of 500 ms after the occurrence of the fault.

Figure 13 shows the comparison between the different FAPI controllers (Droop based and Derivative based controllers) that can be implemented in a Type-4 wind generator. The best plot from each of the controller is taken to compare. From the obtained results, it can be noticed that the best performance is from the derivative-based FAPI controller which improves both Nadir and RoCoF.

Figure 13. Frequency response due to load increase at bus 8. Comparisons with different FAPI controllers.)
IV. CONCLUSIONS

Two different fast active power injection (FAPI) controllers were implemented on a wind generator Type-4 in both RMS and RSCAD platforms. The first method was the droop based FAPI (the most common approach) and the second method was the modified derivative-based FAPI controller which consists of combining methods for droop control and frequency derivative-based control.

A detailed sensitivity analysis for the control parameters was presented to show the impact of the controller on wind turbine active power injection for mitigation of frequency stability issue. Based on RMS simulations and EMT simulations, it was found that the modified derivative-based FAPI constitutes effective solutions for mitigation of frequency Nadir and RoCoF (computed in the time window of 0.5s from the time of occurrence of an active power imbalance).

For the studied test power systems, it was observed that these methods could help to increase the share of wind power generation in future power systems. The boundaries for effectiveness and flexibility of these methods are defined by the source of energy used to support fast active power injection and the technical limit of the power electronic converter used to interconnect with the power system. Current technologies and inner control methods of power electronic converters allow around 10% overload during 10s. In both FAPIs, the controller gains were chosen so as to increase active power injection in steps by around 10% over the rated value during the containment period.
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